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In response to Blinded by Hate, I received an email

from Tuomas Malinen, Vice-Chairman of

EuroThinkTank regarding the fate of the euro.

“Hi Mish,

Thank you for an excellent blog. I’ve been an

enthusiastic reader for years.

I am the vice Chairman of EuroThinkTank, a group

of economists and financial market experts (and a

statistician) studying the future of Eurozone. We
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have recently published a working paper, How to

abandon the common currency in exchange for a

new national currency, and we are in the process

of preparing a report on how Finland could leave

the eurozone.

Concerning you recent piece, Blinded by hate, I

was wondering have you noticed our piece in

HuffPost entitled, The Euro may already be lost?

We go through the scenarios of euro -survival and

find them to be extremely unlikely.

With Best Wishes,

Tuomas Malinen”

The Euro May Already Be Lost – Tuomas
Malinen

The 1st of January 2017 marked the 18th anniversary of

the European common currency, the euro. Despite its

success from 1999 to 2007, after 2008 the euro has

become a burden for many of its members. For

example, living standards in Italy and Greece are below

the levels when they joined the euro. Finland is the only

Nordic country using the euro and it is also the only

Nordic country which has not yet recovered from the

financial crash of 2008.

There have been many proposals on how to fix the euro

and the EMU, but they are politically unpopular and

unrealistic. In this blog-entry, we will argue that the

euro will almost surely fail; we just do not know the

exact timing of its demise.
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Problems of the euro are structural and
persistent

The problem of the euro can be visualized in the

development of the GDP per capita.

Germany has been successful in the Eurozone, while

Greece and Italy have not. France is not doing well

either. The jury is still out for Finland.

The different growth paths are a symptom of a general

problem that has haunted currency unions for

centuries. Competitiveness and productivity develop at

a different pace in different countries. Over time, this

leads to large competitiveness differences among the

members of a currency union. These differences do not

usually pose a problem during economic booms

because strengthening aggregate demand supports

ailing fields of production. However, when a currency

union faces an economic downturn or a crisis, falling

aggregate demand hits less competitive industries and

countries hard and the financing costs of less

competitive countries jump. This is an asymmetric

shock.
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The detrimental effects of asymmetric shocks can be

mitigated by transferring funds from prosperous to

declining member states. When the dollar union of the

US threatedto fall apart during the Great Depression,

the federal government enacted federal income

transfers from prosperous states to aid ailing ones. The

federal budget also increased rapidly and, in practice,

income transfers became permanent. The no bailout

policy of crisis-hit states had already been enacted

earlier.

According to the ECB, competitiveness of the German

economy has improved by around 19.3 percent,

Greece’s competitiveness has improved by around 6.5

percent, France’s around 3.9 percent, Finland’s around

1.7 percent and Italy’s around 0.9 percent since 1999.

Thus, for survival in its present form and size, the

Eurozone needs a similar income transfer system, that

is, a full political union as in the US.

There is no European-wide polling data on a political

union, but it appears that the support for the EU is

diminishing in its core. In a recent survey, 40 percent of

Finns wanted to leave the EU. Also, only 53 percent of

Dutch are against a new referendum on the EU, which

means that 47 percent are either for it or do not know

their stand. For permanent income transfers, you

would need to change the Maastricht Treaty and ratify

it in each member country or to negotiate several

bilateral agreements. There is only a very small

likelihood that these would go through, for example, in

Finland and in the Netherlands.

Funds, unions and reality
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Because there is no public support for a federal

European Union, many have envisaged alternative ways

to fix the euro. The CEO of the European Stability

Mechanism (ESM) Klaus Regling has proposed that

euro could be saved by a combination of the banking

and capital market union and a rainy day fund. This

fund would allegedly be used when asymmetric shocks

occur. The fund would be financed jointly by all euro

countries. However, because of the persistent

differences in competitiveness, its transfers would

become permanent. Only the most competitive

members of the Eurozone would have sufficient income

to finance the fund. Any financing through the

European Central Bank (ECB), would need to be

covered by European tax-payers later when it would

become evident that weaker countries are unable to pay

back their loans and when seigniorage revenues would

be unable to cover the losses of the ECB.

Thus, in practice, there are only two ways to fix the

euro: A far-reaching political union proposed in the

Five President’s report in 2015 or returning to the

system described in the Maastricht Treaty, where

member states would be responsible for their own

economies only (no bail-out).

In a full political union, there would be a concentration

of economic policy decision-making and it would

require major structural changes in the Eurozone and

its member countries. Tax and social policies would be

unified, labor unions would be dismantled or unified as

a European-wide system, a European debt relief system

and banking union would be set up. These would

ensure the flexibility of wages, prices, and labor

agreements and guarantee convergence of
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competitiveness and living standards. This could work,

in theory. But, the likelihood of getting all the member

states to agree that their wages, debt and living

conditions would be negotiated at the European level is

extremely small.

Returning to the Maastricht Treaty and to the no bail-

out rule would mean that persistent differences in

living standards and market-based debt restructurings

would be enacted. ESM and the European Financial

Stability Facility would be wound down after their

current programs would end. ECB support (QE and

OMT) programs would stop. This would lead to the

default of Greece and its likely exit from the euro. In the

long-run, asymmetric shocks and persistent income

differences would be likely to force several additional

countries to leave the euro.

The Eurozone is in a stalemate. A federal union would

be needed to fix its problems, but there is no public

support for it. Returning to national fiscal responsibility

would lead to defaults and exits. Half-way solutions will

prove insufficient but expensive and obfuscate the

issues. Therefore, there may be no way to avert the

partial or complete break-up of the Eurozone in the

years to come. The fate of the euro may already have

been sealed.

Tuomas Malinen, CEO of GnS Economics, postdoctoral

researcher at the University of Helsinki, co-written with

Dr. Heikki Koskenkylä and Dr. Peter Nyberg.

End Malinen

Thanks, Tuomas.
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We look forward to your report on report on how

Finland could best leave the eurozone.

Best wishes.
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Lars said: February 14, 2017 2:01:52 at 2:01 AM



Stuki Moi said: February 14, 2017 9:11:28 at 9:11 AM

How can one discuss the € without mentioning Target 2? Germany,
Holland and Luxembourg have provided the weak nations with a € 1 000
“unofficial” loan in orer to stem capital flight. So we have a transfer
union already and the Target 2 imbalance is proof that the € has already
failed.
Mr Malinen misses this point entirely.

REPLY

To those who believe in Santa Claus, or at least profit by
pretending to do so in public, Target 2 measure loans, not
transfers. They will be paid back…..
.
.

Disclaimer: The content on this site is provided as general information
only and should not be taken as investment advice. All site content,
including advertisements, shall not be construed as a recommendation to
buy or sell any security or financial instrument, or to participate in any
particular trading or investment strategy. The ideas expressed on this site
are solely the opinions of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent
the opinions of sponsors or firms affiliated with the author(s). The author
may or may not have a position in any company or advertiser referenced
above. Any action that you take as a result of information, analysis, or
advertisement on this site is ultimately your responsibility. Consult your
investment adviser before making any investment decisions.
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Andrew Anderson said: February 14, 2017 2:27:27 at 2:27 AM



Lars said: February 14, 2017 2:41:05 at 2:41 AM

Or, if they’re not, we can at least pretend to, until those who
benefit from the delusion get their commission checks
while someone else get to deal with the default fallout.

REPLY

The detrimental effects of asymmetric shocks can be mitigated by
transferring funds from prosperous to declining member states.
Tuomas Malinen

Or new Euros could be distributed equally to all Euro zone citizens,
including German savers, ala Steve Keen’s “A Modern Jubilee”. Then
who can complain?

How to finance it?
a) Just do it and ignore the resulting negative equity at the ECB.
or
b) Impose negative interest on accounts at the ECB over say, a €100,00
individual citizen* limit and use the negative interest to finance the
distribution.
or
c) Combine b) with less negative yielding ECB issued bonds with the
longest maturities costing the least.

I prefer c). Why should risk-free storage at the central bank be free of
charge (or worse collect positive interest) for large accounts since that’s
welfare proportional to wealth? And negative yielding inherently risk-
free sovereign debt is an ethical way to sterilize fiat creation.

*This implies that individual Eurozone citizens be ALLOWED to have
inherently risk-free accounts at the ECB – a moral necessity anyway
since no one should be forced** to deal with private depository
institutions or be limited to physical fiat, a.k.a. “cash”.

** E.g. why should the poor be forced to lend to private banks to lower
the borrowing costs of the banks themselves and of the rich, the most so-
called worthy of what is then the PUBLIC’S CREDIT but for private gain?

REPLY

“negative equity at the ECB”. The fiat system is 100% based
on confidence. How will markets react if central banks
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Andrew Anderson said:

February 14, 2017 3:01:56 at 3:01 AM



adapt the negative equity idea? Do you want to own that
currency.
Main problem is that academics think they can solve
problems better than the market. Despite all the failures.

REPLY

“negative equity at the ECB”. The fiat system
is 100% based on confidence. Lars

Fiat is based on the taxation authority and
power of government. What possible stronger
backing is there? Also fiat is backed by private
debt denominated in it and private debt
collection is enforced by government.

How will markets react if central banks
adapt the negative equity idea? Lars

The currency might fall in value but:
a) That’s often desired anyway.
b) No citizen should suffer disproportionately
because all citizens would receive an equal
fiat distribution.

Do you want to own that currency. Lars
Beyond legitimate liquidity needs, one should
not attempt to store one’s wealth in money
anyway is the lesson I draw from the Bible (cf
Matthew 25:14-30).

Main problem is that academics think they
can solve problems better than the market.
Despite all the failures. Lars

Not a academic but an ex-engineer believer in
Scripture even wrt to economics.

And what market? What is free market about
a government-privileged usury cartel?

Also, negative central bank equity is just one
of three options I listed and my least favorite
one.

REPLY
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Lars said:

February 14, 2017 3:42:09 at
3:42 AM



Jon Sellers said:

February 14, 2017
5:49:16 at 5:49 AM



wrldtrst said:

February 14, 2017 3:42:34 at
3:42 AM



Fiat currencies are not backed by
anything.The FED balance sheet
equity is geared 90 times. Like a
hedge fund. But the US will never
default. But problem will be the
purchasing power of the $ you get
paid.
Central banks are nothing more
than settlement institutions
(managing a nations currency)
which have extended their mandate
to print limitless amounts of fiat
currency.

REPLY

Fiat currencies are backed by
the productive capacity of
the state issuing them. As
long as I can buy a new
Mercedes with Euros, the
Euro has value.

Other than the conclusion that one
should not hold wealth in cash
(which you derived at for the wrong
reason), essentially everything you
said illustrates a total lack of
understanding of the subject.
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Andrew Anderson
said:

February 14, 2017
8:06:50 at 8:06 AM



wrldtrst said:

February 14, 2017
8:13:08 at 8:13 AM



Andrew Anderson
said:

February 14, 2017
8:37:30 at 8:37 AM



wrldtrst said:

February 14, 2017
8:53:25 at 8:53 AM

REPLY

Other than refute nothing,
you’ve refuted nothing.

Try again?

Try again? I didn’t even try
the first time.

I was being generous.

Now put up or shut up,
please.

I calculated that to properly
express that specific
argument would require
about 20 chapters and
several hundred pages.
Adding in the peripheral
chapters on some cool stuff I
discovered along the way,
and a bio, let’s say 25-27
chapters. So if I can stay
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Maximus Minimus
said:

February 14, 2017
11:04:57 at 11:04 AM



wrldtrst said:

February 14, 2017
11:11:34 at 11:11 AM



focused – which is a big if;
I’ll send it to you before
June.

Why would holding cash be a
bad or punishable option?
Historically, it has never
been a bad option. It has
become so through the
incompetence of the central
banking geniuses.
Diversifying certainly, but
holding cash should not be
punished.

Because cash holdings
should be held in fixed
income paper which is
historically cash + inflation.
Basically future CASH! Just
not technically CASH. I
personally call them both
Cash, but some people
(economisty ones) get super
pissy about it. Holding cash
provides you no inflationary
protection (historically), the
FED did a damn fine job the
past nine years of taking that
away from you as well in
fixed income paper but
seemed to have stopped
interfering for now, at least
on the 10yr and out…
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peterblogdanovich said:

February 14, 2017 10:20:29 at 10:20 AM



wrldtrst said:

February 14, 2017 10:39:18 at 10:39 AM



wrldtrst said:

February 14, 2017 10:48:00 at 10:48 AM



joelg5 said: February 14, 2017 2:36:14 at 2:36 AM

It’s interesting. Bernanke has a post now explaining bond
rates with an inclusion of a term premium which he
explains to be a premium demanded for risk proportional
to duration. Mysteriously that premium is currently very
small in US to his consternation given that he thinks the
economy is improving. Turns out bond buyers aren’t the all
powerful vigilanties some claim. They are after all trapped
here on planet earth. That said I think negative rates would
have to be coordinated world wide else capital will flee to
positive yielding nations.

REPLY

How many contracts do you think he trades a
year based on his advantage of being a sage of
debt? Bond traders should tremble.

REPLY

If treasuries are the risk-free investment.
Why over term would they have risk? Aren’t
they always risk-free regardless of duration
and therefore should never have premium for
default risk.

REPLY

In essence the euro is a euphemism for Deutsch mark. If people realized
this Orwellian doublespeak, nationalist sentiments would lead to a quick
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The_Fish said:

February 14, 2017 5:35:58 at 5:35 AM



Stuki Moi said:

February 14, 2017 9:27:32 at 9:27 AM

dumping of the euro. As a propaganda construct symbolizing unity, euro
as short for European is brilliant. As a currency the euro is economic
stupidity. Good symbol, bad money; not that any fiat currency is
sustainable in the long-term. Euro will likely live on as the German
currency (Deutsch mark), even if/when abandoned by necessity/collapse
within most of the rest of this ill-conceived bureaucratic empire.

REPLY

Unfortunately it has become a prime tool to enshrine
German dominance and hedgemon.

This would be denied by a few camps as anti-German
rhetoric but just look at the result. Now some unbiased
German politicians admit the whole Euro/EU has made
Germany the primary beneficiary. They will try to defend it
to the death.

The solutions are all political – total union on tax and
spend. I can’t see the German electorate swallowing the
massive transfers needed nor the depressed states wanting
to continue unless there is a big carrot – debt write-off.

An attempt to create a United States of Europe isn’t
finished yet, more suffering needed before the weaker
states beg to be taken full control of.

Triche, may have been the plan all along.

REPLY

The sad thing is, the population of other Euro
countries would benefit greatly from having
Germany manage their currency, rather than
their homegrown band of out-of-control Lira
and Drachma printers.

The reason it didn’t go over so well in
practice, isn’t at it’s core Germany’s “fault.”
But instead that the same old Lira and
Drachma printers, realized that instead of

Liked by 1 person
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The_Fish said:

February 14, 2017 11:49:05 at
11:49 AM



Phil said: February 14, 2017 2:38:42 at 2:38 AM

printing to fund the subsidized splendor like
they were accustomed to, they could now
borrow instead.

But, and that’s really the only difference,
taxing people to pay interest, can’t be done
nearly as stealthy as debasing them with the
printing press.

Which is, incidentally, the only reason the US
nominally seems in better shape than Europe
as well. While in reality, debasement is just as
purely confiscatory as taxes. It’s just less
obvious than a tax bill to those who have sat
through years of state sponsored “education.”

If the people of Greece weren’t as a whole
dumb, indoctrinated drones (or just slightly
dumb… If they were really not dumb they’d
use Gold or Bitcoin), they’d default on all debt
with a shrug of their shoulders and a raised
middle finger, leave the EU/Euro, but still
insist on using whatever currency the
Germans happen to use. As all of history has
shown Germans are simply better at
managing currencies than Greeks are. And
that only by limiting their own Athenian thief
band to such a stricture, would they have
much of a shot at not being robbed by them
yet again.

REPLY

Greece doesn’t have the necessary
industrial base. Let Germany export
some of its industrial might to the
periphery to help them. Why not?

REPLY
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The_Fish said: February 14, 2017 5:38:14 at 5:38 AM



kidhorn said: February 14, 2017 7:44:42 at 7:44 AM



Germ said: February 14, 2017 2:40:40 at 2:40 AM



oilyfarmgirl said: February 14, 2017 3:04:24 at 3:04 AM



Screw the Euro, General Flynn got “resigned” tonight. This is a huge sign
of weakness which could have dire long term consequences for the
Trump administration and the country. Now that the marxist media has
recovered some of its power, expect 10 times more fake news and attacks
on Bannon / Conway / Miller etc. while the neocons jockey for influence
to start the next war…

REPLY

Wasn’t there an accusation of Russian influence on Flynn?
If so it might be a way for Trump to distance himself from
accusations.

REPLY

Flynn resignation is nothing. I agree the dems will scream
it’s another example of why Trump shouldn’t be president,
but ultimately he’ll be replaced by someone just like him.

REPLY

O/T – robots planting seeds!
Bye bye forestry jobs!

http://www.cryptogon.com/?p=50426

REPLY

If france elects Le Pen the Euro is done
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Diogenes said:

February 14, 2017 4:55:40 at 4:55 AM



oilyfarmgirl said:

February 14, 2017 5:19:15 at 5:19 AM



Six000MileYear said: February 14, 2017 4:33:38 at 4:33 AM



Lars said: February 14, 2017 5:15:52 at 5:15 AM



Jon Sellers said:

February 14, 2017 8:16:48 at 8:16 AM

REPLY

…which would be bad because the euro has been so helpful
to the economy of France?

REPLY

Been a disaster. The main country helped by
the Euro has been germany

REPLY

It’s not the currency, it’s the rules and regulations the EU has imposed.

REPLY

Its the currency. When Greece had Drakma they had very
little borrowing capacity. With € they could suddenly
borrow a lot cheaply. And so they did and handed out
benefits. Now they are stuck because they cannot inflate
their way out by printing.

REPLY

Agree completely. What I don’t understand is
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Stuki Moi said:

February 14, 2017 9:32:09 at
9:32 AM



The_Fish said:

February 14, 2017
11:51:54 at 11:51 AM



Yoski said: February 14, 2017 5:07:22 at 5:07 AM



why the banks who knowingly loaned them
the money don’t have to make sacrifices for
their foolishness. Why should Greek youth
forced into unemployment who never
borrowed anything?

REPLY

When Trump, or Obama, or Merkel
is preparing to “formulate economic
policy,” who is most likely to be
called in to have their say: A bank
executive? Or an unemployed
youth?

There’s your answer…..

REPLY

Absolutely. Insufficient
representation of ordinary
grafters in any of the central
banks. Too many theorists.

The ECB will keep on buying sovereign debt an the (German) taxpayer
will guarantee it..Really no different than the FED or BoJ. This obviously
can go on much longer than anybody thought possible. So the Euro is not
in an worse shape than the US$ or the Yen. All of those currencies are
kept alive by the same underlying mechanisms.
If one larger countries exits the Euro (think France/LePen), that would
be a game changer.
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wrldtrst said: February 14, 2017 7:56:24 at 7:56 AM



The_Fish said: February 14, 2017 5:43:06 at 5:43 AM



Crysangle said: February 14, 2017 9:26:26 at 9:26 AM



kidhorn said: February 14, 2017 7:47:55 at 7:47 AM



REPLY

You almost point out your own error. The difference is debt
created in the US has its corresponding asset residing
domestically in the same internalized structure. Debt in
Euroland can have its asset in a country that can walk, keep
the asset, and leave the debt held by others, without its
asset. i.e, Greece…

REPLY

Often some Bundesbank personage speaks and you can pick up a vibe.
My take is plans have been laid for the renationalisation of the DM.

This comes from a statement (sorry I can’t remember the name) not so
long ago about a renationalisation trend in finance by a Bundesbank
official. It related to excluding London post Brexit, I took as easily
applicable to the Euro on renationalisation of currencies. I might be
wrong but I immediately thought – this could apply to the Euro too.

REPLY

Noticed Greece has just brought in Rothschild as gov. debt
advisors.

Not sure what it adds up to though.

REPLY

Euro bureaucrats will fight tooth and nail to keep the euro. If the only
option is ‘Deutschland uber alles’, so be it.
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Lars said: February 14, 2017 8:37:37 at 8:37 AM



mission accomplished said: February 14, 2017 8:36:58 at 8:36 AM



Crysangle said: February 14, 2017 9:24:36 at 9:24 AM



The_Fish said: February 14, 2017 11:56:57 at 11:56 AM

REPLY

Maybe, but they cannot defeat realities. Central banks in
Germany, Lux and Holland are currently lending € 1 000
bn to the weaker NCBs. Another trillion and they own
100% of Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece.
How much more and how much longer?
Once German taxpayers discover what Target 2 is then they
will revolt. Its german savings lost forever.

REPLY

Blah blah blah, asymmetric shocks, productivity developing at different
paces etc so many excuses.

I can’t shake the feeling that the Euro creates a more transparent and fair
laying bare of the failures of different nations and reduces the
opportunities for the various guilty parties to hide themselves.

Who would ever want that?

REPLY

Laying bare or reinforcement and exploitation of ?

Depends on where you are sat.

REPLY

It accentuates differences. Economic, cultural.
Ants vs Grasshoppers.
Some differences take a lot of pain to eliminate or many
generations.
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Seenitallbefore said: February 14, 2017 8:40:57 at 8:40 AM



Kenneth Crowe said: February 14, 2017 9:40:04 at 9:40 AM



Maximus Minimus said: February 14, 2017 10:37:13 at 10:37 AM



russ cohn said: February 14, 2017 11:12:40 at 11:12 AM

Euro probably doesn’t have the luxury of time so it has to
be shorter duration intense pain inflicted on the youth of
the south.

REPLY

When a mule team is put together, the strongest pair lead. Then when a
mule grows weak or is injured it is replaced. The euro could technically
survive much longer if they removed the weakest partners forcibly but
they will not and the whole system will fail.

REPLY

Good!

************************************* “A wise man can learn more
from a foolish question than a fool can learn from a wise answer.”

REPLY

The problem with Euro cannot be unlinked from the EU. Some countries
in the south are experts in gaming the system that the EU created.
Greece with a GDP of over 30,000? Oh, yeh.

REPLY

Since central banks conjure money out of thin air,their ability to function
is COMPLETELY a function of confidence.Once this confidence is lost
,they are finished.
If the Eurozone broke apart ,confidence would implode , the ECB would
no longer be a functioning central bank and each country would then
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Winston said: February 14, 2017 11:57:16 at 11:57 AM



revert back to using its own currency. For those weaker countries ,the
amount of debt denominated in Euros would escalate as their new
exchange rate relative to the Euro plummeted..
What would then happen to the ECB.It would no longer be the buyer of
“last resort”.Interest rates in the weaker countries would rise
dramatically.It would hold a great deal of sovereign debt whose value has
suddenly plummeted.Theoretically it would be insolvent.But the
question then becomes If the ECB used fantasy money to buy assets
,does it lose anything if those fantasy assets lose value

REPLY

The E.U., Neofeudalism and the Neocolonial-Financialization Model
(May 24, 2012)

http://www.oftwominds.com/blogmay12/EU-neocolonial5-12.html

REPLY
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